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PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
The NETEX ECO Grill Cleaner Set was specially created for the professional 

cleaning of very dirty barbecue grates, pots, stainless-steel pans, aluminium, 

fireproof glass, ovens etc. Using the highly concentrated and ecologically com-

patible cleaner developed for industrial and gastronomic applications, surfac-

es are cleaned quickly, hygienically and extremely gently. The stainless-steel 

grill cleaners (40 g) are washable and reusable.

The new antibacterial micro-fibre barbecue duo pad is the ideal combination 

for quick and thorough use. The dark-grey PP brushes are ideally suited to the 

easy and effortless removal of stubborn dirt. The orange silver-yarn side can be 

used for hygienic wiping as well as for all other applications in the kitchen and 

household.

TO USE
Apply a small undiluted quantity of the cleaning agent on the surface to be cle-

aned. Heat up heatable surfaces to 60-80 °C if necessary. Allow 5-15 minutes 

for the cleaning agent to take effect; then rinse with plenty of water or wipe off 

the surface with a wet cleaning pad. In case of heavy encrustation, use NETEX 

stainless steel-cleaner.

TECHNICAL DATA
CLEANER (100573)

Content: 500 ml

ST.-STEEL CLEANER (100600)

Inhalt: 4er Pack (á 40 g)

OVEN DUO PAD (100883)

Material: Microfibre/ 
Silver yarn, PP

Size*: 160 x 210 mm
Colour: grey/orange
Weight*: 25 g

SET
Item-No: 100974
EAN: 9120017752462
* Approx data

FEATUERS
 Ecologically compatible
 Effortlessly removes 
burned-in oil, fat and  
grease etc.

 Also suitable for old fat  
and smoke resin residues

 ECO certified
 Naturally powerful  
and effective

 Use sparingly
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